
T H E  G A M E  O F  G A M E S :  

TRANSCENDING OUR TRIBALISM 

AS A STEP TOWARD WORLD PEACE 

There are many factors that determine 
whether groups and nations are at  peace with 

another: political, economic, religious, 
@d"iological, historical, etc. To progress 

towards world peace we need to work on all 
these fronts. This note is about working on a 
basic psychological front that strongly affects 
all these other factors, usually in a hidden 
way. This factor has been too neglected. 

This note is also a call for help to devise 
a training game (or games), "The Game of 
Games," a game designed to help people learn to 
transcend the blindnesses and limitations of 
their native culture. A s  people master this 
they will be more able to genuinely understand, 
negotiate and cooperate with people of other 
groups and nations from the ground of our basic 
humanity, instead of from the biases of our 
conflicting "tribal" loyalties. 

We are social animals. From the core of our 
being we want to belong, to feel accepted in a 
larger group. The main group is the culture we 
are born into. "Cultural" is the appropriate 
anthropological term, but it is not an emo- 
tionally useful term for this discussion: it is 
to easy to contrast us "cultured" folks with 
those "savages." 1'11 use "tribe," with its 
usual connotations, to remind us how limited 
nd primitive we are under our "tribal" veneer. 

Any tribe, including our own, is a group who 
only know about parts of our total potential as 
human beings. Through ignorance or prejudice, 
important parts of our humanity may be rejected 
or suppressed in our (or any) particular tribe. 

Any tribe also has very specialized, particu- 
larized, and somewhat arbitrary ways of looking 
at  the world. These have been reasonably vi- 
able ways of getting along, by definition, or 
the tribe wouldn't have survived in the real 
world. 

The tragedy with these particularistic, 
tribal ways of seeing reality is that they are 
not consciously recognized as particularistic 
and se mi-arbitrary, they are automatically and 
unconsciously thought of as right, as the ob- 
vious, normal way of doing things. This 
automatically makes "foreigners" wrong. 

It is hard for us to recognize how deep and 
pervasive the semi-arbitrary and limited condi- 
tioning~ of our tribe are. Here's one way: If 
you take a vacation in a foreign country now, 
you do it as a capable adult, full of knowledge 
about the world and with confidence in your- 
self. You can see the natives of the foreign 
country do many "strange" things, like saying 
"Guten Tag!" instead of "Good morning!", or 
driving on the left side of the road instead of 
the right side. A s  a competent adult you rea- 
lize that the rules for doing these sorts of 
things are basically arbitrary: we could just 
as well say "Guten Tag!" in our tribe, or drive 
on the left. 

When you were an infant, though, coming to 
live in your particular tribe, you had no know- 
ledge of the world, no confidence in yourself, 
no reasoning ability. You absolutely depended 
on your parents for comfort and survival, and 
in learning about your tribe through them you 
took their (tribally conditioned) actions as 
absolute They weren't the quaint and arbi- 
trary ways the natives acted in the funny tribe 
you were visiting, they were the way things 
were done. We don't re member our early condi- 
tioning now, but it laid down extremely persis- 
tent psychological patterns in our minds that 
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affect our thoughts, feelings, and actions 
today. 

We can no longer afford the luxury of blind 
acceptance of our own tribe's limited world 
view. When it's "themt' versus "us," and our 
tribe is "obviously right," it's always tempt- 
ing to take a chance and grab and strike. 
Our tribe and the other tribes aren't limited 
to clubs and spears anymore, though, we have 
weapons that can destroy all human life on 
earth. The ensuing nuclear winter will destroy 
those not irn mediately killed in the hot part of 
the war, and most life on earth. We must 
transcend the tribal assumptions and condi- 
tioning~ that auto m atically polarize perception 
our action in terms of "them" and "us." 

Soviet-A merican Relations 
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The Soviets, from their tribal perspective 
find us incredibly naive: we can't or won't se a 
the obvious relations between things. If we 
won't admit to what is obvious, from their 
point of view, that probably means we are stu- 
pid andlor deliberately lying because we have* 
hidden motives behind our actions! And on, and 
on. The problem doesn't get solved, which 
builds more suspicion and hostility for the 
future. 

Here's a specific example of the pernicious 
effects of unconscious, conditioned tribal 
limitations. We are not very good in negoti- 
ating with the Soviets, even though many of us 
on both sides share the goal of not wanting to 
destroy the world. We blame the Soviets, they 
blame us. 

Certainly both sides do real things (mili- 
tary, political, etc.) that deserve blame and 
hamper negotiations, but let's add in the fact 
that we have a com munication problem between 
two tribes who implicitly and explicitly p e r  
ceive the world in different ways. 

Robert Bathurst, an adjunct professor a t  the 
Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, has 
studied the Soviet-A merican communication prob- 
lem and cast important light on it by bringing 
in a dimension of tribalism that anthropologist 
Edward Hall called context. In an interview in 
the January 1985 Esalen catalog, Bathurst 
points our that the Soviets ?re a high-context 
tribe: particular issues are not seen in isola- 
tion but in their relation to many past issues, 
other current issues, and many potential future 
issues. Americans, in contrast, are a low- 
context tribe. We have an attitude of "Let's 
isolate and fix this particular problem, don't 
worry about the past, and we'll fix the future 
problems when they arise." 

So we try to talk with the Soviets abo,ut, 
say, a trade problem, and the Soviets keep 
relating it to something that happened during 
the Second World War. We think the Soviets are 
being irrelevant, deliberately avoiding the 
issue and confusing it, and stupid and hostile: 
don't they see we could work out an equitable 
amnge  ment about trading some wheat for oil? 
That war was 40 years ago, for God's sake! 

Transcending Tribalism 

We could deal much more effectively and more 
lovingly with people of other tribes if, in all 
our dealings, we were constantly aware of all 
the assumptions, attitudes, biases, and blind- 
nesses that we had unwittingly picked up in the 
course of being conditioned to be "normalt' fo 

aside when they weren't adaptive. 

9 our tribe, and then tested them, and put them 

It's easy to make an intellectual commitment 
to do that, of course, but much of our condi- 
tioning lies outside consciousness andlor is 
connected up with our emotions in ways that 
make it difficult to get at. 

We have psychological and spiritual growth 
techniques today that can help a lot if you 
want to transcend your tribe and find your 
basic humanity behind that conditioning. The 
problem is that these methods are long, ar- 
duous, don't always work, and work much better 
at  the individual level than the group level. 
We have to keep developing these individual 
approaches - the more transcendent individuals 
on the planet the better - but we need some- 
thing that can help us transcend our tribal 
limits much faster and on a mass scale. 

Nobody likes to hear that he or she is a 
limited and biased person, even if it's impor- 
tant to our mutual survival to h o w  that. And 
we prefer to have fun rather than work had. 
Suppose we had a game that helped people trans- 
cend the views of their particular tribe 
thing that was fun to play, with the learning ' Some--() 
about transcendence coming as part of the fun? 
Thus this proposal to develop a training proce- 
dure and game, The Game of Games. 
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The Game of Games 

The basic- idea in The Game of Games is that 
you and others learn to play as if you were a 
certain kind of tribe. To play well, you must 
learn that tribe's ways of thinking, feeling, 
acting and perceiving.. A s  you get good at 
playing the game, having taken roles in a va- 
riety of tribes, you can start to wonder, "If 
we can play the life game from many different 
tribal perspectives, what's so absolute about 
my native tribes's perspective? What's the 
fundamental human perspective behind all these 
tribal perspectives? 

The Game of Games is far from being worked 
out and operationalized, but here are my and my 
wife's basic ideas to date. 

Tribal Teams: 

In The Game of Games you and several others 
would play as a team, playing withlagainstlfor 
other teams of several individuals each, and 
with each team working toward several goals. 

Each team would be called a Tribe (better 
term possible?), and would be randomly assigned 
a set of attitudes, values, roles, perceptions 

'and world views corresponding to some known 
human tribe. Thus there might be a Japanese 
Tribe Team, an Iraqi Tribe Team, a German Tribe 
Team, an Australian Aborigine Tribe Team, etc. 
All the cultures of the world can be drawn on 
as potential team identities. 

To avoid our preconceptions and existing 
tribal biases about what identifiable cultures 
are like ("Everybody knows Xians are pushy!"), 
the Tribal Team would be given some neutral 
name (number 12, Blue Team, etc.). 

Briefing the Tribal Team Merqbers: 

Tribal Team members would get background 
material to read and refer to about what their 
Tribal Team is like. 

For example, you might be told that: (a) 
your tribe values group belonging much more 
than individualism; (b) naked aggression and 
violence are feared and shameful, and must be 
avoided whenever possible; (c) indirect state- 
ments that give you time to feel out others' 
emotional positions are preferred to direct 
statements that you like or dislike something 
or are for or against it, as such direct state- @ 
ments might alienate you from your group; (d) 
initial reactions to aggression from others 
should be deflected if possible with polite, 
non-co mba tive, indirect responses, but others 

in your tribe will understand and sympathize if 
you finally reach a breaking point and explode 
in a violent response; and (e) there are strong 
status differences in your tribe which must be 
respected, even while promoting the appearance 
that we are one, happy family. These happen to 
be characteristic of an important contemporary 
culture, but let's leave it unidentified. 

While you and your team mates will know what 
values and views have been as;igned to your 
Tribal Team, you won't be told what values and 
views have been assigned to the other Tribal 
Teams in the Game of Games. Naturally you will 
try to figure that out when play involves in- 
teraction with other Tribal Teams, and this 
will help the transcendence aim of the game. 
Or the game could be made more complex by your 
Tribal Team being given stereotyped information 
about other Tribal teams that is only partly 
accurate. 

To simulate real life, each Tribal Team will 
have several categories of problems to deal 
with. These problems will be randomly selected 
at various time by the World Referee. Problems 
will fall in categories of Internal Tribal 
Problems, InterTribal Competition, and 
WorldIHumanity Problems. 

Internal Tribal Problems: 

Internal Tribal types of problems will in- 
volve the sorts of domestic problems all tribes 
must face, such as keeping various internal 
factions and groups happy, maintaining tribal 
survival and progress, upholding tribal norms 
and values, and internal tribal humanitarian 
activities (helping our kind of people). This 
would include political sorts of problems like 
the need or desire of a political group in 
power maintaining itself in power so it was in 
a position to cope with external problems, or 
perhaps a needed revolution when the current 
tribal power structure isn't working effec- 

rely enough. 

1nterTribal Competition: 

Intertribal competition type problems 
would involve disputes over natural resources, 
trade, attempts to impose your tribe's values 
on another (military action or '' missionary" 
work), possibly limited wars, territorial dis- 
putes, etc. The possibility of large scale 
wars and total annihilation of life should be 
built into the structure of The Game of Games 
as part of its realism: an everybody loses 
outcome. 
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WorldIHumanity Problems: 

W orldl Hum anity problems would involve cre- 
ating peace and discovering the basic humanity 
that makes us brothers and sisters, without 
homogenizing humanity and losing all the rich- 
ness and value of cultural diversity the way a 
world dictatorship would. 

InterTribal problems and World1 Humanity 
problems would draw different Tribal Teams into 
negotiations andlor confrontations. Now each 
team member has to try to be faithful (to a 
reasonable and effective, but not necessarily 
absolute degree) to the assigned values and 
views of his Tribal Team, as well as trying to 
understand the values of the other Tribal Teams 
involved, as well as trying to transcend his or 
her individual tribal limits and discover 
World1 Humanity values. 

Like Life - Multiple Simultaneous Problems: 

For realism, Tribal Teams would have several 
categories of problem to cope with simulta- 
neously as the game developed. For example, a 
team might ,be involved in: (a) trying to main- 
tain Tribal Team political power; while (b) 
averting a threat of war with some other 
aggressive Tribal Team; while (c) trying to 
minimize the adverse impact of their actions on 
the world as a whole. If Tribe W is threat- 
ening war, e.g., we could use our nonrenewable 
oil a t  a faster rate and manufacture more 
weapons, which might scare off Tribe W so we 
avoid the negative consequences of war. But 
in the long run our Tribal Team will have 
uselessly (?) depleted natural resources and 
imperiled future health through increased 
pollution. 

What is the best course .of action in terms 
of your Tribal Teams assigned values and c h a r  
acteristics, in terms of fundamental trans- 
tribal human values, etc., etc.? Trying to 
maximize success in the several categories of 
problems will help develop great skill. An 
obvious worldlhumanitarian solution to an 
InterTribal Competition problem might exist, 
for example, but be so alien to your Tribal 
Team's values that proposing it directly would 
create a massive domestic crisis that might 
cost you your power base and so make it impos- 
sible for you to take any effective worldlhuma- 
nitarian steps in the future. How far do you 
compromise? 

n V O L U M E  2 ,  N O . =  

f i e  Tribal Referees: 

This is a general term for several very 
important aspects of The Game of Games. At a 
tribal level, a Tribal Referee must scrutin 
the proposed actions of each Tribal Team 
make sure they are consistent with the val - -  

and attitudes assigned to that Tribal Team. If 
you are in a macho tribe, e.g., you can't take 
steps that would be seen as "weak" without 
paying a price in terms of domestic power. 

-' 

your in a Tribal Team that values group h 
mony, you can't take an action that makes : 
stand out as an individual without paying a. 

price, etc. This helps the players on each 
team learn to think like someone of that tribe. 

The World ModelIReferee: 

~ize 
to 

ues 

A World Model underlies the Game of Games. 
It provides an ultimate refereeing action 
actions -at all problem levels, tribal, int 
tribal, and worldlhumanity. The Wa 
ModelIReferee would include things like limits 
on certain natural resources, so the Referee 
might, for example, announce a leap of global 
prices of some basic commodity as a result of@ 
actions by one or more Tribal Teams. 

If basic and tribal human values are modeled 
on a world wide scale, reactions to actions of 
one Tribal Team by other Tribal Teams must be 
considered by the World ModelIReferee. The 
Referees actions must be absolute in certain 
areas (for example, the food crop has been 
devastated by the Blue Tribal Team's trade 
embargo on fertilizers, X people must die of 
starvation and world food prices must rise by 
so much). In other areas the World 
Model1 Referee will have wide latitude and ef- 
fects will follow primarily from the reactions 
of various Tribal Teams (example: the cost of 
producing TV shows has gone way up: one Tribal 
Team might be deeply affected by this, another 
not at all). 

The design of the World ModelIReferee is 
important. It must be as faithful as possiL1- 
to the physical constraints of the real wo 
we live in: contemporary work on global ecoi 
mic models will help here. It must also hL. - 
basic, trans-tribal characteristics and inhe- 
rent values of humanity built into it. The 
design of the World ModelIReferee will be 9 learning experience in tribal transcendence in 
itself, especially when we insist that it be 
"realistic," not just airy fairy "humanita- 
rian!" We will probably end up with a varic 
of World ModelIReferees in different versic 

for 
e r  
~rld 

U l  c 

lrld 
no- 
3 Vc? 
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f The Game of Games. Indeed, as the game 
ecomes well developed versions where you 

deliberately change some of the assumptions of 
the world model can be used to test the way out 
assumptions influence our realities. 

Implementation of the Tribal Referees and World 
ModellReferee: 

An elegant solution to creating the Referees 
and World Model1 Referee would be to embody The 
Game of Games in a computerprogram. The World 
ModelIReferee is then the world model in the 
program, each Tribal Referee is a tribal model 
in the program, etc. All proposed Tribal Team 
actions (plays) would then entered into the 
program and refereed consistently in terms of 
the World and the various Tribal models. 

We already have some computer based games 
where you have to role play a character 
different from yourself. This character gets 
assigned some simple qualities, such as various 
amounts of intelligence, strength, magical 
abilities, etc., and then you and other play- 
ers, each with their own character, are thrown 
into various adventurous situations where you 

e m u s t  both survive and advance toward goals, 
such as finding treasure. These games have 
become extremely fascinating for some players: 
they get absorbed in their characters, they 
identify with them and start thinking and feel- 
ing like their character would. Further, some 
of these games are designed so that cooperation 
with other players rather than competition 
increases your chance of survival and reward. 
And they are fun, which is important in getting 
people to play. The technical skill developed 
in creating these games will be extremely val- 
uable in designing more elaborate versions of 
The Game of ~ a m e s .  

While a totally computerized Game of Games 
will allow for the most elaborate modeling, it 
is restricted to people in relatively affluent 
tribes. We also need simpler versions of The 
Game of Games that are not computer based, 
though. A boaM game, with one or more players 
assigned the various Referee roles, would be 
much cheaper and so available for international 
distribution. 

Note too the possibility that the mass media 
could make versions of The Game of Games avail- * able globally, just as they do the news! Plays 
between various Tribal Teams could be followed 
internationally just as sports teams are, with 

Various versions of the Game of Games could 
be especially useful to various groups. An- 
thropologist, for example, might find it an 
excellent way to teach anthropology. It could 
be a training tool for diplomats or for busi- 
ness people who must work in another culture. 

Transcendence: The Ultimate Goal 

It's fascinating to  get involved in the 
mechanics of a project, but let's remember our 
goal. The ultimate aim of The Game of Games is 
to teach the players to question the implicit, 
automatic assumptions and values of their own 
~ative tribe, and so start to transcend triba- 
ism per se. If you get good a t  playing from 
he point of view of Tribal Team X, i t  may 

occur to you that there are alternative points 
of view about some things you and your fellow 
tribespeople take for granted. When you also 
get good a t  thinking and acting like someone 
from Tribal Team Y when you're on that team, 
you can further question the things taken for 
granted in your native tribe. By the time 
you've gotten good a t  playing on many Tribal 
Teams, perhaps you've become a good i n t e r  
tribal relaterlnegotiator in the real world, 
more a global citizen than a tribal citizen? 

To question the values of your tribe does 
not mean to automatically reject all these 
values. It means to see them as relative, as 
perhaps fallible and certainly changeable 
expressions of something more important than 
the quaint customs of a single tribe. Then you 
can join the spiritual search for our common 
humanity behind the many diverse expressions of 
it in various tribes. 

all the readers/viewerslspectators learning 
'---lrn the action. 
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Who Can Help? You Can Help! 

The Game of Games is not a small project 
that I and my friends can develop. It is a 
large scale effort calling for help from many, 
many people. Certain people with special tech- 
nical skills can obviously contribute: to men- 
tion just those that immediately come to mind: 
anthropologists, computer program mers, game 
designers (board and computer), economists, 
futurists, psychologists, psychiatrists, poli- 
tical scientists, economists, etc. Game 
players of all sorts can contribute sugges- 
tions, try out preliminary versions, etc. An 
organization or organizations is needed to 
gather suggestions, accept financial donations, 
coordinate projects, etc., etc. I am sure I 
haven't thought of many things that would be 
helpful, so I leave you with the question, "How 
can I help?" 

If this idea catches on, it could result in a 
steadily growing international effort to deve- 
lop the Game of Games. Such a project is far 
beyond my personal resources and skills. I aIn 
basically a solitary scholar, without skills i. 
organizing people and big projects, or the fre 
time and resources to do it. Before I really 
broadcast the Game of Games idea far and wide, 
I am hoping that one or more of you (or others 
you refer me to) will get excited enough about 
the possibilities of The Game of Games to say 
"This is exciting! My organization (or a con- 
sortium of organizations) will take this on!" 

I hope the next draft of this proposal will 
end with "Send suggestions, contributions, 
offers of help, etc. to the Game of Games 
Foundation, Box so and so, because enough 
people think this would help further world 
peace that the Game of Games Project is moving! 
Meanwhile, if you know of key people who might 
be interested in making the Game of Games a 
reality send me their addresses so I can send 
them a copy of this proposal. I'd also like to 
hear about any organizations that would like to 
organize a Game of Games project, coordinate 
suggestions and offers of help, etc. Drop me a 
line at Box 371, El Cerrito, CA 94530. Write 
"Game of Games" on the lower left corner o i  the 
envelope s I regula 
subscriptic 

;o it wc 
In mail. 

)n8t get 
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Einstein's Space and van Gogh's Sl 
Physical Reality and Beyond, by Lawrer 
LeShan and Henry Margenau. New Y ork: Collier1 
Macmillan, 1982, paper, 268 pp., index. Psy- 
chologist /parapsychologist LeShan and physicist 
Marganeau collaborate on detailing the implica- 
tions of modern physics for thg understanding 
of the mind. Since most modern psychology (and 
our popular understandings of the mind) is 
implicitly based on an outmoded physics, this 
is an important and stimulating book which lays 
high quality, scientific foundations for a 
wider view of human potentials. 

Higher Creativity: Liberatxl15 ;he 
Unconscious for  Breakthrough Insights, by 
Willis Harman and Howard Rheingold. Los 
Angeles: Jeremy Tarcher, 1984, paper, 237 pp., 
index. A sound and practically oriented look 
at  intuition and creativity, valuable to 
everyone interested in expanding their human 
vtentials. 

Parapsychology and the Unconscious, by 
dule Eisenbud. Berkeley, CA 94704:  ort the 
Atlantic Books, 1983, 251 pp., index. This is 
a collection of papers by Eisenbud, a brilliant 
parapsychologist and psychoanalyst who has 
worked with psychic phenomena both 
experimentally and in his clinical practice. 
Of special interest to the readers of The Open 
Mind, as Eisenbud considers negative uses of 
psi and how such uses can stem from the needs 
and psychodynamics of the individual. 
Extremely stimulating and well ahead of 
time. Technical, but I highly recommend it. 

Shambala: The Sacred Path of the 
Wamor, by Chogyam Trungpa. Boulder, 
Colorado: Sha mbala Publications, 19 84, paper, 
201 pp., no index. An important book, 
presenting a secular path to enlightenment by 
directly cultivating who and what we are as 
human beings. The spiritual warrior transcede 
fear by learning to live in the here and n 
and by renouncing anything that stands betwe 
himself and others or, that constricts 

atural gentleness and sensitivity to life. 

A- 
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Body, by Don Johnson. Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1983, $13.95 cloth, 238 pp., index. 
Practical exercises as well as intellectual 

m 
understandings of the relationship between mind 
and body. 
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USSR TO USA REMOTE VIEWING 

? the May 1984 issue of The Open Mind I 
ribed remote viewing ("Psychic Functioning: 
fomia Casual Style"), in which a "viewer" 
ribes an unknown target location where a 
eling experimenter is hiding. Since then a 
icularly striking remote viewing experiment 
been carried out by parapsychologists Rus- 
Targ, Elisabeth Targ, and Keith Harary. 
,ast October Russell Targ and Elisabeth Targ 

traveled to the Soviet Union a t  the invitation 
of the USSR Academy of Sciences. Two very 
successful re mote viewing session were carried 

A famous Soviet psychic healer, Djuna 
itashvili, was picked to be the remote 
rer. She had never done any remote viewing 
 re, but was picked because she was a highly 
lligent and adventumus woman, accustomed 
;uccessfully doing things that were out of 

me ordinary, criteria that Russell Targ has 
found very useful in the past. 

At 2:OOPM on the day of the experiment, in 
Moscow, Elisabeth Targ began interviewing Djuna 

@in Russian (which Elisabeth Targ speaks flu- 
ently). She asked her to describe the place 
where Keith Harary would be six hours later. ----- 
Thus there was not only 10,000 miles of dis- 
tance separating Moscow from San Francisco, but 
six hours of time. Keith Harary was still 
asleep a t  his San Francisco apartment a t  the 
time of the viewing, and the target place he 
was to go to in six hours had not yet been 
selected 

Keith Harary had previously selected six 
possible target sites in San Francisco, chosen 
to be interesting but not famous, and as dif- 
ferent from each other as possible. Russell 
Targ had six sealed envelopes, labeled one to 
six, with him, containing brief descriptions of 
these possible sites. 

Six hours later Keith Harary used a random 
number generator to select one of the six pos- 
sible target sites and went there. 

Djuna's description of the site had many 
unique and striking correspondences with the 
actual target location, which turned out to be 
a merry-go-round in a small plaza a t  Fisher 

a n s '  Wharf in San Francisco. She correctly 
ribed the site as a "small plaza" contain- 
a round structure with a "cupola" in the 
e r  of the plaza. The merry-go-round has a 

=kJ 
in1 
tir 
thc 

rnc tioni 
r receiv 
;arget v 
I- _ _._- 

sharply peaked conical roof like a cupola. 
Particularly remarkable was her statement about 
It... a profile of an animal's eye, and pointy 
ears," which exactly fits the wooden horses on 
the merry-go-round. A drawing she made of this 
feature puts them in the correct relationship. 
She also mentioned "...a white couch or divan," 
which the merry-go-round has. 

Some investigators have theorized that psy- 
chic functioning does not acthally produce 
information about objects that are spatially 
distant, that this is physically impossible. 
Instead the psychic's mind goes forward in time 
to precognitively read the psychic's own future 
brain state (which is not at  all physically 
distant) at  the time the psychic gets ordinary 
sensory feedback about what the target was. 
This may seem preposterous from a common sense 
view, but has some foundations in deductions 
from quantum physics theory. If this theory is 
true, psychic f~ ng could not occur if 
the psychic nevei ed any sensory feedback 
about what the t vas. 

To test this tneory, a second remote viewing 
periment was carried out with Djuna two days 
ter. The decision was made in advance that 
una would never be given any specific feed- 
ck about what the San Francisco target was. 

insure this, the investigators will never 
blish specific information about the target, 

other than to say it was a church. 
Djuna gave extremely accurate and specific 

information about the particular church that 
was the target, not just about churches in 
general. It does not seem that sensory feed- 
back is necessary for psychic function (but it 
may be very helpful for improving performance). 
Russell Targ and I reached a similar conclusion 
in another, computer-based, experiment now 
awaiting publication. 

You could look a t  this study with alarm: 
it's a feasibility demonstration of "psychic 
--ying." The potentials of remote viewing for 

belligence work have been obvious for some 
ne though, and I would prefer to emphasize 

. e feelings of the Targs and Harary that this 
kind of cooperation 'in parapsychological re- 
search could lead toward greater understanding 
and peace. 

For any readers who missed the earlier re- 
view of Targ and Harary's "The Mind Race" in 
the May 1984 edition of The Open Mind, I again 
strongly recommend it as one of the best books 
on psychic functioning available. It is now 
out in paperback 
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March 23-24, 1 QQC*. "Introduction t o  Para- 
psychology" cow Eull days. Inf >n 
from University (: inistic Studies, in 
Diego Ave., San ulegu, CA 92110. 

March 29, 1985: Shared Visions radio pro- 
gram, KPFA, Berkeley, CA, 94.1 FM, noon, 
discussion of altered s ta tes  of consciousness 
and enlightenment. 

April 2, 1985: Lecture on Altered States  of 
Consciousness and Enlightenment, Shared 
Visions, 2512 San Pablo Ave., Berkeley, CA, 
8:00Pm, $5 admission. 

May 2,1985: Lecture on current developments 
in parapsychology, Society of the Sigma Xi, 
Arizona Sta te  University, Tempe, Arizona. 

June 14-16, 1985: "Introduction t o  the 
Fourth Way." Weekend, information from Joy 
Lake Community, Box 1328, Reno, NV 89504. 

July 20- Augxst 3, 1985: "A Journey of Mind 
and Soul." Two week Cambean cruise, led by 
Charles T. Tart and Arthur J. Deikman. Infor- 
mation from Travel Associates, 38 Miller Ave., 
Mill Valley, CA 94941, 415-383-7200. 

Aug. 9-1 1, 1985: "Introduction t o  the 
~ o u r t G  way." Weekend, information from Esalen 
Institute, Big Sur, CA 93920, $230 tuition and 
board. 
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Morrow l - - The Open Mind is written and edited on a 
Decision III microcompter, enhanced with an E-Sy 
R A Mdisk, using Microp's  Wordstar. Copy is produced 
Txanstar 130 printer with Civil Computing's Pm 
proportional printing program. 
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Aug. 17-18, 1985: "Introduction t o  the If you will be moving to a different mailing address before 
the next issue of The Open Mind is mailed (in about two 

Fourth Way." Weekend, information from Omega months), please send us your new adress as soon as possible to 
Institute, RD2, BOX 377, Rhinebeck, N Y  1257; minimize delay. Since we mail third class, the post 1 

will not forward your next issue. Mail it to PPI, P( 
371, El Cerrito. CA 94530. 
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